Mystery Novels
(Ages 12-18)
The Mystery of the
Third Lucretia

Kiss Me, Kill Me
By Lauren Henderson

By Susan Runholt

A few months ago Scarlett had
her first kiss with Dan
McAndrew… and then he died in
her arms. Now she must clear
her name and find out what
really happened to him.

Scat

The Crimes and
Punishments of Miss
Payne

After witnessing the same man
making copies of Rembrandts,
two teenage girls embark on a
mission to find the forger and
bring him to justice.

By Carl Hiaasen

When Nick and Marta’s feared
Biology teacher goes missing in
the swamp they begin to
investigate and discover there’s
an awful lot going on in Black
Vine swamp.

By Barry Jonsberg

Calma and Kiffo want their new
teacher, Miss Payne, gone. A
teacher this heinous has got to
be guilty of something—right?

The Murder of
Bindy Mackenzie

Bad Kitty

By Jaclyn Moriarty

Bindy Mackenzie is the smartest
girl in school and someone’s
trying to kill her. But who, and
more importantly, why?

Jasmine is trying to enjoy a
vacation in Las Vegas when she
gets pulled into a jackpot sized
mystery – all because of one
very bad kitty.

Pretty Little Devils

Death By Bikini

By Michele Jafee

By Nancy Holder

By Linda Gerber

Dead is the New
Black

The Christopher
Killer

The hottest clique at Hazel’s
school is the Pretty Little Devils.
When PLD queen bee Sylvia
invites Hazel to one of the
group's famous soirees, Hazel is
thrilled--but popularity comes
with a price.

By Marlene Perez

Daisy, a teen from a family of
psychics, goes undercover on
the cheerleading team to try
and uncover the who – or what
– behind a series of gruesome
murders.

When one of her dad’s resort
guests turns up dead, Aphra
suspects good-looking newcomer
Seth Mulo. When a storm
separates the island from the
mainland, it becomes a life or
death race to uncover the real
killer.

By Alane Ferguson

Cameryn, the daughter of a
coroner, works as her father’s
assistant and becomes involved
in the case of a serial killer.

